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Abstract

Web service providers generally look to encryption as a means of ensuring data privacy 

between user accounts. When explaining security measures, such providers are often 

describing the actions that are performed not on the clients device, but rather once the data has 

been transmitted to server. Connections to servers are encrypted so that communications are 

secured via SSL  which prevents interception via an unrelated third party. However once the 1

data is received and then encrypted on the server, the visibility control is held by the service 

provider. Not only can this allow for malicious employees to potentially access data, but when 

legally compelled, web services may be required to disclose personal information. Client side 

encryption aims to allows users to encrypt data before being sent to any external site so that 

they are the sole deciders of who can view personal, private information. In the web browser, 

client side encryption has not been widely used for a number of fundamentally challenging 

issues. Primarily, these issues lie with the problems of implementing client side encryption in 

many data heavy services and the difficulty in ensuring data has been securely encrypted. 

Users currently have little way to verify proper encryption in the browser - rather they must 

simply trust that website they visit provides adequate protections. In this paper an example of 

client side encryption using a javascript library will be used to show the possibilities of using the 

technology as well as the ways that an implementation can be manipulated and attacked. In 

addition a popular Android application, PushBullet which transmits information (such as pictures 

and SMS text messages) to a web interface will be evaluated for the use of end to end 

javascript client side encryption. 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1 Introduction
Although server side encryption provides an important level of security that hides data 

from most external bodies, it fundamentally cannot provide data privacy from the server itself. 

Most implementations of data security today involve trusting a server to encrypt data with their 

own encryption technologies (with no technical details confirming on the users side what, if any, 

encryption has occurred). Although server side encryption may be able to stop malicious activity, 

encryption keys must be stored on the server which means it is technically feasible for an 

employee or an external legal force to access “private” information. The intent of this paper is 

not to debate the legal ramifications (or how client side encryption may be used for nefarious 

purposes), but rather to discuss the feasibility of using javascript based client side encryption for 

the web to allow users to be the singular decider of who can view their private information. The 

reasons for considering client side encryption will first be considered, followed by a web based 

javascript demo of how this could be accomplished (with source code included on GitHub) and 

potential vulnerabilities. In addition a popular service that uses javascript based encryption will 

be evaluated as a case study. 

2.1 To the Community: Current Encryption Practices
Server side encryption puts the server owner in charge of who can access data 

uploaded to a site. With recent articles  indicating that government authorities in the US want (or 2

may already have) “backdoors” or live connection into mass data of popular online services, 

individual security and visibility choice is more important than ever before. Many companies use 

server side encryption which, while relatively secure in terms of external attacks, does not 

prevent all parties from viewing private data. Under current laws in many nations including the 

US (as shown by many transparency reports from companies such as Google ), a company can 3

be legally required to turn over user data to further a legal proceeding.
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2.2 To the Community: Why Client Side?
Client side encryption aims to hide data from all but the master key holder. By 

performing encryption at the client side, plaintext information is never transmitted outside of the 

users environment. Figure 1 below shows an example process of client side encryption at a high 

level. The client first downloads software to encrypt on the users device and then transmits the 

encrypted data to be stored on the server. To the server, the encrypted is data is a black box - 

that is it has no access to the contents or any way of manipulating the information inside.

Figure 1.  Client Side Encryption (High Level Overview)

3.1 Client Side Encryption Demonstration

In order to demonstrate client side encryption (and the risks) a demo application is 

available at http://mseltzer94.github.io/clientSideEncrypterDemo/ through the GitHub repository 

https://github.com/mseltzer94/clientSideEncrypterDemo. As shown in figure 2, the demo 

displays an option to take in two required fields to encrypt a string/payload using a secret 

passphrase. Clicking the “Encrypt” button will use a JavaScript based AES library  to encrypt 4

the data which can then be decrypted. AES is the advanced encryption standard chosen by the 

National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST), which uses the Rijndael cipher . The 5

method implements a symmetric algorithm meaning a single key is used for both encryption and 

decryption.
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AES has been shown to be safe and the only vulnerabilities that have been 

demonstrated are so called side-channel attacks where an external detail about the processing 

of the algorithm allows an attacker to better crack the encryption. For example, the power 

consumption used during the cipher operation in AES has been shown to be indicative of the 

data being encrypted.  Although attacks like this are important in mission critical machines, AES 6

is considered secure and side-channel exploits are extremely difficult and require access to the 

machine performing the encryption (on the client side for this case). 

For the purposes of this demonstration it is assumed that the client computer does not 

contain malware or software that is recording keystrokes (which would negate any type of 

encryption be it server or client side). Rather, this demo shows that all encryption is performed 

on client side - the resulting encrypted output could be then sent to a server (which has no 

knowledge of the secret key). The server can then send back the encrypted payload which can 

only be decrypted using the secret key (which is only known to the client side). It should be 

noted that this example purely to show data hiding with access for a single key holder - it does 

not illustrate the sharing of encrypted data (trusted peer to trusted peer) which could be similarly 

implemented in JavaScript using a public and private key through technologies such as PGP 

(Pretty Good Privacy) .7
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3.2 Demonstration of Javascript Based Client Side Encryption Attacks

One fundamental issue with javascript based encryption is highlighted with a potential 

attack that can be demonstrated by clicking the “Attack the Encryption (Code Injection)” button 

in the demonstration mentioned previously. This attack injects javascript code which attaches 

itself to the “Encrypt” button and extracts the unencrypted payload before it is even sent to the 

AES encryption library. When activated, the attacker will append the unencrypted payload to the 

end of the page as shown in figure 3. 

Although harmless in this demo, in a truly malicious attack, the injected javascript could perform 

any arbitrary action such as silently sending unencrypted payloads (which the user believes to 

be encrypted) to a third party site.  In terms of real usage, this attack represents a fundamental 

issue with client side javascript encryption. The code injection that occurs in the attack is 

representative of what could happen if the server was taken over by a third party or a man in the 

middle attack occurred. The fundamental issue is that the client downloads the source code and 
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in doing so trusts that the data never leaves the clients environment unencrypted. This form of 

code injection is further discussed below and described in figure 4.

4 Problems Presented by Client Side Encryption

Although client side encryption may have the potential to democratize security visibility 

and allow users to control who can view their private information, the difficulties of creating a 

truly random encryption cipher, possibility for malicious code injection, data access and data 

loss limit the ability for widespread adoption.  Firstly the AES library used in the demo does not 

contain a truly random number generator. Although AES is currently considered secure, in 

theory it is crackable . In theory AES has been cracked , however performing such an attack is 8 9

impractical in terms of time complexity. As with any encryption, AES encryption is safe for now 

but will eventually be broken as technology advances. 

Another technical hurdle is that any code downloaded from a server is only safe if the 

transit lines are clear. If the server was compromised, the encryption that is fundamental to the 

service could be modified and previously encrypted data could become visible to malicious 

sources. Figure 4 below shows how an attack could be carried out, whereby the client side 

encryption code that is stored on the server is replaced with malicious code that does not in fact 

perform any encryption. When the user connects to the server and downloads the new code, 

they are unaware that the server side code has been replaced and that their data is now being 

sent in the clear. 
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The damages presented by a compromised server codebase could be mitigated using 

several techniques. Several research groups have created solutions  that require downloading 10

add ons for encryption and decryption (such that they are static and trusted). The benefit of this 

strategy is that encryption (and the encryption strategy) is entirely separated from the server. 

For example, a group from MIT has built a Mozilla Firefox add-on that creates a sandbox where 

users can input private information (dependent on websites using their <encrypted> html tag) . 11

The issue becomes that users who don’t use the encryption software will see encrypted 

“garbage” data on websites they access and will not be able to read information without the add-

on. Although in corporate systems (where group policies are applied) this scheme may be 

possible, it is not a user friendly solution in general. Implementing client side encryption through 

javascript truly requires an additional layer - a trusted middleman - to ensure that the multitudes 

of servers the average person accesses everyday are not required to be instantly trusted by 

users. By performing checks and monitoring server code changes, the middleman could alert 

users to potential threats (and compromised encryption rules) preventing users from 

transmitting unencrypted information. Without a trusted middleman, javascript cryptography is 

susceptible to attacks as there is little way for a user to verify that their private information has 

been encrypted and is never sent in the clear. 

One of the fundamental issues that prevents adoption of client side encryption is based 

on the most important tenant of the security strategy - that is, the server has no access to user 

data. While this may be feasible for data storage providers (which do view data as a black box), 

services that perform processing on the backend must push this responsibility to the client side 

device. Client side processing isn’t feasible for services like Google or Facebook that provide a 

large amount of processing outside of the realm of the clients browser. Because of this 

fundamental hurdle many services encrypt on the backend and have access to the decryption 

key (and are therefore in charge of visibility control for the information held).
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Another large issue with client side encryption is data loss. If a secret key is lost, data 

cannot be recovered (if the data is truly encrypted solely on the client side and the server never 

receives the key). Using techniques such as browser based local storage to remember secret 

keys may provide convenience, but also presents a security hole if left unsecured. For example, 

Apple uses a form of client side encryption for their person to person messaging platform, 

iMessage, and provides the user the opportunity to create a passcode which is used to decrypt 

the data where secret keys are stored . In the case of iMessage, if a passcode is forgotten the 12

information cannot be accessed (thus putting visibility control solely in the hands of the person 

who creates a passcode). 

5. Case Study: PushBullet (End to End Encryption in a Service)

While javascript based client side encryption has not been used widely in commercial 

applications, there are some popular applications that include it to bolster security. One 

particular application that uses a client side encryption library is PushBullet . PushBullet is a 13

popular application that takes push notifications and SMS messages on an android phone and 

can forward them to a desktop using a browser extension. It allows a user to send files, 

messages from their desktop using a phone as the proxy for delivery. Because all notifications 

and messages are transmitted between a phone, PushBullet’s servers and a PC, security is a 

large concern. Because of this, the developers added an option for end to end encryption which 

allows a user to enter in a password and generate a symmetric key for all of the data that is sent 

and received. Their implementation uses a similar library to the one used in the demonstration 

above (using AES encryption similar to crypto-js). Although this encryption is very useful and 

provides an added layer of security, it by no means can quell fears of the developer (or a 

malicious third party) from injecting code to extract information before it is encrypted. The 

encryption works as follows - a user types in a password, clicks submit at which point a 

symmetric key is generated. The password then must be used on all devices in order for the 
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messages (which are now encrypted) to be read on another device. Although the developer 

says that the password is never stored, there is no reasonable mechanism by which a user can 

deduce that this is actually true. Furthermore, if a legal force compelled the developers at 

PushBullet to hand over notifications from a specific user (or all of them), the technical capability 

to provide that kind of information is available. The chrome extension that is used to provide 

notifications and access to PushBullet can be updated, or worse yet the script that is performing 

encryption on a users password input can be fetched remotely (meaning it is always up to date). 

In fact, the developer has in the past pushed multiple updates in a day without any indication of 

changes to the user. Figure 5 below shows a modified version of PushBullet’s javascript code 

that extracts the password input from a user form (and send it to be encrypted). The line 

highlighted in red shows an additional line that could be added so that the secret encryption 

passphrase could be sent to an external server (all other code is exactly as it appears in the 

current chrome extension code base, version 298).

Figure 5. Code sample from options.js (line 454) in PushBullet Chrome Extension code 

base (version 298) , red highlighted line is an additional line that could be used to perform 14

extraction of the password before it is encrypted.

Even though the developer set out to create a secure environment where all data is encrypted 

without the servers knowledge, the reality is that because the developer is the one who provides 

this capability and ensures that the encryption occurs, users cannot have certainty that their 

data is inaccessible once it leaves their device.  The problem in this situation is not specific to 

this case or developer but rather a problem for the system as it is setup right now - the server is 
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the single identity that provides updatable code for encrypting and decrypting data and thus has 

control over the flow of information (be it for good or nefarious purposes).

6. Conclusion and Future Research

 Although client side javascript encryption in theory could allow for user controlled 

security, the current barriers to implementation make it difficult to use in real world applications 

in the browser. Even with libraries that implement javascript versions of AES, a standard that is 

widely accepted for securing sensitive information, the potential for server code injection and the 

difficulties of creating a useful backend server that has no access to data are hard to overlook. 

Services that process data that is uploaded to their server cannot use client side encryption for 

much of the data that is transmitted as the server has no access to data once encrypted on the 

clients environment. Client side javascript, ironically, requires a user to trust the server in order 

to download code that could silently extract personal information. Unfortunately it is the flexibility 

and mutability of downloadable, constantly updating javascript itself that makes client side 

browser encryption susceptible to server code injection. Javascript based encryption provides 

opportunities to secure a users information before any external party could potentially access it 

but in order for services to implement the technology more work must be done to ensure that 

the encryption methods used cannot be circumvented by a malicious third party or through 

means of altering the server itself (legal or otherwise).  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